
SELVA TRAGICA
by
CHUCK TOURNEY-FITS

*

Information logged prior to disappearance:
Mission: SPACEHAB-1; EURECA Retrieval
Space Shuttle: PLAF-mobile
Launch Pad: 39B 
Launched: June 21, 2009, 11:07 a.m. EDT
Landing Site: (section incomplete)
Landing: July 1 (section incomplete)
Landing Weight: 244,400 pounds
Runaway: 33 
Rollout Distance: 9,954 feet
Rollout Time: 65 seconds
Revolution: 155
Mission Duration: “Where There Is No Time There Is No Limit” (initials M.A.)
Orbit Altitude: 252 nautical miles
Orbit Inclination: 28.45 degrees
Miles Traveled: (section incomplete)

*

1. Outline of the hyacinth embroidered with dental floss. Terracotta backdrop and 
deciduous leaf hurried by careless smudge of oil. Mediate the tropical lady-life of this 
tea-towel-cum-bandana: Iron Cross.
Hieroglyph eyes open wide; bandana pulled to chin level, reveals button nose, dry lips, 
rosy chin. Quite attractive, possible disability.
CLEVER RAT 1 — Hey Mergarita, watch me blow that snork from Samturn…
Lurch of the ship.

2. Wipe left to right of ship exterior and backdrop introducing the Selva Tragica. 
Clusters of stars trickle and bounce silver on the ship surface. Light from a circle—
further out—throws four times becoming cross. Moving fast.
CLEVER RAT 2 (off) — . . . and travel here is proof that all things to be seen will be seen within 
8 and 13.
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CLEVER RAT 1 (off) — Uh? You can’t show anything to us that we haven’t already . . . 
CLEVER RAT 2 (off) — It’s not us. It’s everything around us.

3. Interior: 3 CLEVER RATS. Cabin interior. Synchronisation required to turn any 
direction, but not to carry on straight. Instead of wheels are cafe-racer handlebars of 
Indian manufactured Royal Enfield motorcycles, circa 1993.
3 CLEVER RATS are transfixed on the double-exposure of planets passing by, debris 
ting and slop; decided viewing (CLEVER RATS!) Takashi Ito (one of the few cinematic 
masters whose work made it off). In-cabin projects across the screen of the ship: a 
basketball court collapses into itself and rafters swell and break and all for the magnetic 
pull of the canvas. Exercises in reduction define perspective. CLEVER RAT 2 thinks of 
her mother’s easel, in a room likely bigger in imagination than in fact. CLEVER RAT 3 
thinks of the false promise of the studio apartment, and massive bubbles. CLEVER 
RAT 1 doesn’t think.

(audio) note: Enya, as though coming from outside of the ship, with constant 
suggestion of discordant battle horns.
CLEVER RAT 2 — Yup, that’s me-I’m the baddest motorcycle mama-jama in the Selva Tragica.
CLEVER RAT 2 (furthest) raises claw for high four. No return.
Antenna head-band over racing green sunglasses. Bald. Three rings in one ear, none in 
other. Motion tattoo on the lower forearm looks like humming.

note: How you gonna write about the sound of the bomb? How you gonna hear it 
proper without witnessing the destruction of . . . see the bomb doesn’t just remove a present, it 
destroys the past and futures too.

4. CLEVER RAT 3 — . . . and where there is no time?
CLEVER RAT 2 sweating; wet claw on polished stick slips; acceleration; CLEVER 
RAT 3 Oppenheimer-calm. Takashi Ito: imagine how thick that glass has to be. Imagine 
camera.
CLEVER RAT 3 releases lid of what appeared to be operational buttons beneath her 
cafe00racer handlebars. Soda pops: tries favour CLEVER RAT 2 with bubbles and . . .
CLEVER RAT 3 — Ah, fizz-living. Nothing to do but rocking and rolling and racing across the 
Selva Tragica.
Thoughts compressed by the Selva Tragica made audible; interruption of CLEVER 
RAT 1 and her thought of the day: This collaborative project uses participatory approaches 
informed by contemporary art practice to explore memory, imagination and culture deployed as a 
weapon, in the margins of a globalised Europe.
CLEVER RAT 1, CLEVER RAT 2 and CLEVER RAT 3 laugh uncontrollably.
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5. Wipe to black; open on earth visible from distance of surveillance satellite (FYI 
approx 104km on the light-side of orbit).
Impression of ship modelled on frog (see architectural tend towards emulation of coral; 
fingers crossed for a new millennia podge Anura). Purple. Enhance texture of earth 
please: less blue, more green.
In-cabin Kernel panic across the ages and the monitors (3?). Apparently THE VOICE is 
connected to the monitors. THE OCCUPANT is glazed, obese, frog-looking (but not 
cute unlike lovely lovely frogs), black glove, perfect hair.
THE OCCUPANT — What is that? Is that Enya?
THE VOICE — Sir, I don’t recognise the music, but . . . the PLAF-mobile, used only by the 
PLAF population of planet Exarchion.
THE OCCUPANT — Impossible. Weren’t all of the PLAF population destroyed by the 
Documenton occupation? Um, I wonder . . .
Pause. Pours a dozen Revels into one hand and chooses biggest chocolate raisin, sucks 
until Malteaser located. Combines, full mouth.
Tanya - blow that ship to the seven scattered galaxies . . . 
Malteaser crunch.
. . . now!

6. Impact. (audio) note: flourish of heavy metal guitar as ship spins 340 degrees. 
Second hit viewed from exterior. Catch silver on the surface before fire dance along the 
rear tube.

(audio) note: Distant Enya. Lazers, bleeps, toasters popping, war-like party 
drones. 
CLEVER RAT 1, CLEVER RAT 2, CLEVER RAT 3 now standing and gazing from rear 
window.
CLEVER RAT 1 — Somebody out there doesn’t like us.
CLEVER RAT 3 — Somebody out there looks like Documentons. I can almost smell them from 
here.
CLEVER RAT 2 licking single tooth with tip of tongue. Consider eye-patch. Light 
shining from rear primarily, with random flashes across front of face.
CLEVER RAT 2 — Looks like we’ve crossed with one of their destroyers?
CLEVER RAT 3 — What do you say we fry the fins off those bell-ends?
CLEVER RAT 1 — Vape ‘em!
CLEVER RAT 2 — One fish barbecue, comin’ up!
CLEVER RAT 2 nervous, picks up ‘vaper’ (rudimentary looking weapon of the Selva 
Tragica: a bottle?). Rapid breaths, falls down and has highly dramatic (unconvincing) 
seizure.
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7. Seizure continues.

(audio) note: Fatima Yamaha - What's A Girl To Do. Play in full.

• How have memory and imagination contributed to the narratives of (each) place, 
and identities in relation to work and community?
• As the share of globalising wealth and power trickles to a standstill, where, and 
what form does that standstill take?

8. Bottle CLEVER RAT 2 dropped has been suspended in air throughout seizure, 
now falls but caught by CLEVER RAT 1 who throws from rear window with force, 
towards frog ship. The Documentons disappear.
CLEVER RAT 2 relaxes back into state of waking sleep. External shot of ship.
CLEVER RAT 1 — Ela, Mergarita.
CLEVER RAT 2 — Did we get ‘em, Sekis? The Documentons?
CLEVER RAT 1 — Bitch, you fitted. Smile and be my friend.
CLEVER RAT 2 — It doesn’t get easier, Sekis.
CLEVER RAT 1 — Loving me, or the seizures?
CLEVER RAT 2 — I just don’t know what I’m meant to be. I’m stuck. It doesn’t get easier. 
The Selva Tragica . . .
CLEVER RAT 1 — Timing’s everything.
CLEVER RAT 2 blushes; grasps for meaning, wonders whether CLEVER RAT 1 
criticising the timing of her seizure.  
CLEVER RAT 2 — Everybody knows what time is until they’re asked.
CLEVER RAT 1 —  It’s good you lost him. This is your time . . . our time. And there’s nowhere 
else to be.
CLEVER RAT 3 — Nowhere else to go.
CLEVER RAT 2 — Damn your locks. I think. Are we to perform again? The same rituals . . . 
CLEVER RAT 3 — No! This is the Selva Tragica.
CLEVER RAT 1 — The Selva Tragica smiles. 
CLEVER RAT 2 turns her head and shuts her eyes. Cut to bright white light.

9. (interlude - imagery T.B.C.) I was standing there, drunk as I can be. I was gonna 
fall when she said to me . . . I have a space plane, fire, mind, dance . . . to get away. She 
said: ‘let me take you to . . . a place in my dreams. Candy flowers grow silver shades and 
greens’. Bees some (inaudible) . . . in the sun, in the sun . . . 
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(alert - total black) You almost beggin me to let your friends staying at the apartment 
because you'll had a problem with your airbnb account an also because if you cancel a reservation 
on airbnb you must panalty 100 euros....after that you keeped the money for yourself !
Probably ******* & the girls left open the electricity heeting machines  and the machine for the hot 
water for 24 hours a day and i told you that the electricity its too expensive here but you didn't 
listen. I don't want to see you for any reason, i just want the money for the electricity, you have my 
bank account do the transfer, when you do  ********* can come and take the rest of your stuff 
otherwise i sell some of your stuff to pay the bill there is no other way and we don't have nothing 
else to talk about.... i'm gonna wait only for 3 days for trasfer message and if i don't i'll sell your 
things and already i know how much they cost because a very good friend of mine doing that job on 
the internet. it's your choice!!!!

(conclusion - imagery) Wow, Grey Poupon. I didn't even realise they did product 
placement in cartoons I watched as a kid.

10. Slow damage of the Documentons. Open to: CLEVER RATs wobbling.
CLEVER RAT 2 applies too much pressure to her cafe-racer handlebars; breaks; throws 
scrap metal behind her. Close face as she shrugs, eyes to camera, winks. Still.
CLEVER RAT 1 wobbling wildly now. 
CLEVER RAT 1 — Woah! Imminent destruction! . . . what a rush!
CLEVER RAT 3 — Abortion. Abortion.
Close again on face of CLEVER RAT 2: winks, smiles, still. Gulp. Has another seizure.

(audio) note: Holst - Mars, Bringer of War. Alert sound with heavy reverb 
continues throughout. CLEVER RAT 3 looks very seriously at CLEVER RAT 1, 
removes all soda-pop from refrigerator.
Around 1:07 in track smoke through the cabin reveals on relieving itself corrugated 
door peeling open. Behind are two motorcycles. 
CLEVER RAT 1 grabs CLEVER RAT 2 and drapes her over one fuel tank. Extremely 
attractive black boot to kickstart one of the two motorcycles. Cut to exhaust, and then 
to front of the two CLEVER RATS.
CLEVER RAT 1 — Helmets on!
CLEVER RAT 3 looks at CLEVER RAT 1 as though she’s mad. CLEVER RAT 1 
pretends it was a joke and puts helmet on CLEVER RAT 2. RATS 1 and 3 laugh.

(audio) note: Madeleine Chartrand - Ani Kuni.
CLEVER RAT 3 — Time to rock . . . and ride!
Extended sequence of RATS through space. Editor note: try to make RATS move in-
sync with audio, possibly swerving to avoid cross-planetary debris, flick hair (slo-mo), 
etc. Perhaps another close-up of boot. Think too of claws.
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11. Camera at ground-level (presumed: earth). Signage reads: NEXT EXIT. 3 
CLEVER RATS falling as ball of fire beyond sign towards Panathinaikos Stadium. 
Internal shot of game. RATS land. Stadium becomes quiet. Men filter out in silence. No 
movement from CLEVER RATS. Motorcycles look good despite crash. Close-up on 
small boy, un-fazed. Stays.

12. THE OCCUPANT to complete following sections (proceed to scene 23). 
Exclusive copyright of this text and anything in any form THE OCCUPANT produces 
belongs to CHUCK TOURNEY-FITS.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23. Men walked on as a woman lay on the street, apparently dead, in front of a flower shop. 
Through the viewfinder it all seemed removed from reality. It was hard to focus on any one thing 
until the rats appeared. Thirty years later I’m surprised to find the flower shop is still there.
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